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Outdoor decision-making
C
ells often weigh conﬂ  icting signals. They do so in part, say Kevin Janes, Peter 
Sorger (MIT, Cambridge, MA), and colleagues, by generating extracellular 
signaling circuits that allow for group consensus.
The MIT group measured 19 signaling markers over 13 time points after cells were 
stimulated with different combinations of proapoptotic TNF and mitogenic insulin and 
EGF. The data were plotted and regressed in 19-dimensional space. “You take this space 
and try to reduce the number of dimensions while retaining important information,” says 
Sorger. The resulting two-dimensional graph showed that a few markers were solely 
related to signaling by one pathway, but most were clustered somewhere in between.
This crosstalk resulted in alternating pro- and antiapoptotic signals. First, TNF re-
ceptor activation induces shedding of TGFα, which turns on the EGF receptor. The two 
active receptors (TNFR and EGFR) combine to stimulate secretion of IL-1α; later the TNFR 
acts alone to promote secretion of an antagonist of the IL-1α receptor.
“Much to our astonishment, a large part of the crosstalk was extracellular,” says Sorger. “And it is so 
time variant. You can pulse for 10 minutes, then 36 hours later it is still changing.” Exactly why the cell ﬂ  ip-
ﬂ  ops through pro- and antiapoptotic pathways is not clear, but based on the pathways being extra  cellular, 
“we presume that this is involved in a kind of communal decision making,” says Sorger.
“Computation was necessary to discover connections that you can’t get from simple inspection,” 
says Sorger. These are pathways that have been well-studied by more traditional means, so “it might 
have been that we just rediscovered the obvious.” But, he suggests, “what [the signaling community 
has] now is a bewildering set of molecular data without any clear understanding of pathways.” Self-
consistent datasets and computation help make sense of large amounts of information. Now the group 
is investigating why the same signals affect different tissues and cancer cells in different ways.
Reference: Janes, K.A., et al. 2006. Cell. 124:1225–1239.
A 
simple physical property based 
on entropy gives Hsp70 a pulling 
force, say Paolo De Los Rios 
(EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland), Pierre 
Goloubinoff (University of Lausanne, 
Switzerland), and colleagues. The new 
theory resolves two deadlocked models.
Hsp70s have two major activities: they 
help unfold stable protein aggregates, 
and they pull proteins through membrane 
channels. In the Brownian ratchet model 
for protein import, Hsp70 grabs part of a 
protein once it is spontaneously unfolded 
by random thermal fl  uctuations, and pas-
sively prevents it from sliding backward. 
By contrast, the power stroke model has 
the Hsp70 using a channel protein as the 
fulcrum for a lever arm movement that 
yanks the protein inwards.
The Lausanne group suggested that an 
emerging protein with a bulky Hsp70 at-
tached would keep bumping against the 
nearby membrane. But if the whole com-
plex moved further away from the mem-
brane, this bumping no longer happened. 
The resulting increase in mobility and thus 
entropy meant a favorable change in free 
energy—a change that powers Hsp70’s 
pulling force away from the membrane. 
Similar physics would draw Hsp70-bound 
protein segments away from the bulk of an 
aggregate and thus tease apart the tangles.
“We made a chimeric theory,” says 
Goloubinoff. “Yes, there is active pulling, 
but there is no lever.” The Brownian ratchet 
remains partly intact also, as the unfavorable 
change of free energy forbids Hsp70 from 
being pushed back toward the membrane.
“The physics behind it is very simple,” 
says statistical physicist De Los Rios. “It’s 
been known that you can generate forces on 
polymers when you manipulate the number 
of conformations that the polymer can exist 
in.” With the Hsp70 case, he worked out how 
much work this change could do and found it 
was compatible with the forces required for 
protein unfolding and accelerated import.
In theory, this leap in thinking could 
have been made at any time in the last 20 
years. In fact, says De Los Rios, “the fi  rst 
thing I said is, this is a nice application, 
but I asked who must I cite. But I couldn’t 
fi   nd anything.” Goloubinoff suggests a 
precedent. “When I was doing my Ph.D. 
we had all the tools of molecular biology,” 
he says. “But there was only one person 
who thought of PCR.”
Reference: De Los Rios, P., et al. 2006. 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 
doi:10.1073/pnas.0510496103.
Most signaling responses map between 
distinct pathways.
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Adding Hsp70 reduces mobility and drives motion away from the membrane.
The physics of chaperones
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